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UK ancestry visa is for commonwealth nationals who have a grandparent who was born in the UK,
Isle of Man, Channel Island and what is now the republic of Ireland. The ancestry visa is valid for 5
years and gives you full freedom to work in the UK including working as a self employed person or
establish your own business. Your spouse and unmarried children under 18 years of age you can
apply for them to join you in the UK on an ancestry dependency visa. If you or your parent who are
claiming ancestry ties through is adopted you can still apply for entry clearance to the UK under the
ancestry visa. 

To be eligible for UK ancestry visa you must show that:

â€¢	You are 17 years and over

â€¢	You are a common wealth citizen

â€¢	You are able to work and you plan to do so in the UK

â€¢	You can adequately support and accommodate yourself and your dependant without help from
public funds.

After staying in the UK for 5 years you may apply for indefinite leave to remain UK if you continue to
meet the requirements of the immigration rules, you have spent 5 continuous years in the UK and
show that you have employment history throughout the years. You must not have spent more than
90 days per years outside UK during the 5 years and if at the end of your ancestry visa you do not
meet all of the ILR qualification you may apply for extension of ancestry visa.

Study in the UK offers you a long history of teaching the world greatest leader and artists. You may
choose to study from colleges in London that have taught for hundred of years. Colleges give
student qualification to develop their understanding and improve their management skills. It enables
the student to take a systematic approach to organizational and information management.

Colleges in London offer a world class research and teaching to international student. Colleges offer
full and part-time courses leading to national qualification which support progression to employment.
They give scholarship and loan to students who are not capable of paying their fees. They also offer
a broad range of postgraduate taught in many years of engineering and design. The colleges offer
research intensive and has an international reputation for fundamental and applied in many areas of
electronic, computer engineering, mechanical, aero scope, lawyers, pharmacist, teachers and many
other courses. 
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